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Workshop Description
Central to educational equity and cultural responsiveness is the concept of dignity.
Unpack dignity to discover its essential elements as well as the dignity distortions that,
if left unresolved, block our equity aspirations. Learn to operationalize equity in
contexts such as professional learning, instruction, and classroom environment by
applying the Everyday Dignity framework to make cultural responsiveness actionable,
shape inclusive environments, and provide a foundation for growth and achievement.

Outcomes
Participants will:
★ Deepen knowledge of dignity as a conceptual central to educational equity.
★ Develop an understanding of how high-quality professional learning can help
individuals resolve distortions of dignity and thus foster equity and inclusion.
★ Identify the essential elements of dignity.
★ Enhance their capabilities to make cultural responsiveness and equity actionable.

Brave Space Conditions
Patience: Slow down to prepare to go far.
Listening: Listen to understand not to respond.
Empathy: Try on new perspectives. Stories shared here stay here.
Openness: Take some risks and practice vulnerability. Keep an open mind.
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Four Diverse Environments

Being in a Being of a
community community
Being Being of a
outside of separate
community community

1. What one thing about this graphic catches your attention?
2. What insights are you experiencing? For you, what questions are emerging?
3. How might this graphic inform my work?
What personal stories are captured by the graphic?

What emotions did you experience then?
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Notes
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The Dignity Framework

CREATING A CULTURE OF DIGNITY: OUR KEY TO EQUITY
By John Krownapple and Floyd Cobb
Two equity educators explain why focusing on dignity is needed to make equity work
successful.
THE SEARCH FOR EASY ANSWERS ISN’T WORKING
The acknowledgement that schools are “Separate and Still Unequal” reminds us of the story
known as The Streetlight Effect. It’s about a man looking for his keys and is a wry parable of
how we tend to look for solutions. One evening a policeman sees a man searching for something
under a streetlight and asks what he’s looking for. The man -- who’s inebriated in the most
popular version -- says he’s lost his keys. Together they look in the little circle of light. The
policeman asks if the man is sure he lost his keys here. The man replies, no, he lost them in the
park. The policeman asks why is he searching under the streetlight. The man says, “This is where
the light is.”‘
The moral is that we tend to look where it’s easy to look. It’s called observational bias (David H.
Freedman, 2010). Though we may chuckle at this story, it contains a sober lesson for those of us
searching for the solution to schools and classrooms still being “Separate and Still Unequal.” We
need to ask if we’ve been searching for equity in the wrong place. Have we been focusing on the
wrong things? Are we looking in the wrong venue because we’re afraid or don’t know to venture
beyond the visibility afforded by the streetlight (which represents easy answers that are
immediately visible.)
We come to this work as two educators who’ve spent the majority of our careers focused on
equity. We’ve collaborated for ten years and live and work in different areas of the country (John
in central Maryland; Floyd in Denver, Colorado); nevertheless, we observe the same patterns of
ineffective equity work everywhere. We’d like to share these patterns. But more importantly, we
want to share our vision of how to make the noble and humanitarian undertaking of equity more
effective.
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THE COMMON CYCLE OF EQUITY DYSFUNCTION
The first step to interrupting this dismal cycle is to understand its dynamics and how focusing on
bias and diversity misses the mark. The cycle looks like this: .
1. "Uh-oh!" Something draws a school/district’s attention to inequity. Often, it’s exposure or
discovery of disproportionality in student outcome data and the resultant negative impact on
the school's public accountability rating and perception. At its worst an “Uh-oh!” moment
could be a hate/bias incident. Whatever the reason, an external event shocks the school
system into prioritizing equity.
2. "We believe in equity for every student." The school/district commits itself to equity.
Families of impacted students get excited. Educators and other parties passionate about
equity get zealous, while less-passionate parties remain skeptical or even protest the
commitment.
3. "Let's form a committee to lead the effort." The school/district forms a committee of
equity-passionate individuals. Whether they are teachers, teacher-leaders, or assistant
principals, they rarely have the institutional muscle to bring about real change. The result is
professional development/training that is limited or misguided (e.g., focuses on diversity and
not equity, or does harm by not following a process).
4. "I know a guy/gal." Due to their limited capacity/expertise, committee members recognize
that they need help. They hire an outside speaker/consultant. This consultant uses an
attractive, en vogue approach/innovative. Staff and families get re-enthusiastic and hopeful.
5. "We're (re)starting the conversation." The program is the responsibility of the original
committee. The district leadership (superintendent, school board, etc.) takes a limited
leadership role. Perhaps unwittingly, the training becomes reduced to learning about others
(diversity) instead of system-level change (equity). Meanwhile many white teachers and/or
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those who are well-served by the current structure feel offended and blamed and eventually
tune out.
6. "Why aren't we seeing anything change?" The originally passionate group and the
hopeful parents grow disheartened. Seeing kids progress through the system without any
meaningful improvement, they ask, "Why aren’t we seeing change?"
7. "Let's focus on something practical and not so esoteric." The pressure for results
increases. Simultaneously, teachers request practical strategies. Someone with influence
suggests focusing on an equity pedagogy such as Culturally Responsive Teaching (CRT) or a
technique such as circles in the classroom. The approach gains support and leadership trains
or directs teachers.
8. "Just tell us what you want us to do and we'll do it." Teachers (many already
overburdened) request tangible strategies or an action checklist. But since equity pedagogies
(e.g., CRT) operate responsively not prescriptively, there are no checklists or mandatory
strategies. The techniques fall out of favor and teachers relegate the initiative to “one more
thing.”
9. “It’s just good teaching, afterall.” Lacking a prescriptive course of action, many educators
rationalize inaction by reducing the equity pedagogy to “just good teaching.” The
commitment to equity ends up changing the situation very little, if at all. In fact, the effort
may have done damage (see “Unintended Consequences”).
10. "Remember when we used to focus on this type of thing…." The equity initiative quietly
fades away and attention shifts to other things. That is, until another inequity event draws
attention back to Step 1. Then the dismal, dysfunctional cycle begins its next iteration.
Encompassing everything described here, we offer this theory of failure as a reinforcing loop
(Figure A).
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UNINTENDED CONSEQUENCES

Figure A: Theory of Equity Failure

Not only does this dismal cycle fail to
attain equity, it causes collateral damage.
Teachers feel alienated and reluctant.
Relational trust (Bryk & Schneider, 2002)
between colleagues is low. Families are let
down. Equity enthusiasts on staff feel
disheartened and defeated. The credibility
of future equity work is undermined.
Money and resources are wasted, and the ultimate casualties are the students.
This cycle represents business as usual. Its failure is not intentional. Failure is the result of the
Streetlight Effect, which is the trap of only looking for the answer in what is presumed to be the
easiest and most obvious place. Instead, we need to venture into areas where we haven’t gone:
knowledge and understanding that lies beyond our current thinking, conversing, and being.
Advancing beyond our comfort zone requires us to come to terms with how we -- as a field -have granted ourselves permissions to disregard the inherent value and worth of certain students.
Perhaps no one set out to do this deliberately, but the unintended consequences are all around us
in the inequities that plague our system.
Figure B: Theory of Equity Success
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THE KEY TO OVERCOMING CHALLENGES
We believe the key to success in equity initiatives (any system of inequity, not just racial) is to
incorporate the concept of dignity into our professional thinking, speaking, and culture (Figure
B). While dignity hasn’t been totally absent from equity work, it’s background. It needs to be
brought to the forefront.
We’ve sorted these myriad challenges into three categories that deal with professional learning
and change:
1) Developing a shared understanding of racism in a constructive way that builds community
and a sustainable, collective commitment to equity.
2) Inspiring a shared vision of the schools and classrooms they aspire to create through equity.
3) Taking action to create the fair and just system they envision.
What do we mean by “dignity”? This old-fashioned word has been revived by Dr. Donna Hicks
(2011), conflict resolution specialist at Harvard University, making it a useful concept for
numerous contexts. She defines dignity as equal human value and worth as well as “an internal
state of peace that comes with the recognition and acceptance of the value and vulnerability of all
living things.”
We all have innate dignity and thus should be treated with dignity. Hicks posits, “We all deserve
[to be treated with dignity] no matter what we do. Treating people badly because they have done
something wrong only perpetuates the cycle of indignity….We violate our own dignity in
return.” It’s important to note that dignity differs from respect. Respect is a kind of admiration
that must be earned by behavior. It can be lost. Dignity, on the other hand, cannot be lost.
THE UNEXPLORED FOUNDATION OF INDIGNITY
By this point, you probably agree that dignity in education has remained unexamined,
unexplored, and not seen. Dignity lies in the metaphorical darkness. That’s not to say that
teachers have not acted with dignity. It’s saying that we’ve failed to fully understand dignity as
© Floyd Cobb and John Krownapple
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the foundation upon which to build equity. Also in that dark place lurks our failure to admit
complicity in the ways we allow the dignity of our students to be violated.
Unpacking the concept of dignity, we’ve realized that our educational system has been founded
on indignity, where separate schools based upon race was justified based upon separate value
and worth. Even today, nearly sixty-five years past that landmark decision, our educational
machine still sorts the “best and the brightest.” Its legacy is valuing achievement over belonging,
compliance over creativity, and competition over dignity. Society uses schools to rank students’
worth based on performance and conformity. Those who make the cut receive praise, admiration,
and access to the good life. Those who fall short have received everything from humiliation to
shaming as a motivational tactic to -- at its worst -- exclusion into a punitive pipeline that leads
from school to prison.
Demanding conformity and achievement in order to belong is not only morally and
philosophically wrong, it’s turning reality on its head. Even Abraham Maslow (1943) declared -in his hierarchy of needs -- that we must first belong (relational needs) to achieve (esteem needs),
whereas in schools you must achieve to belong. Simply stated, we have this paradigm
backwards, encouraging dignity violations as the norm.
How can students achieve their potential
unless they feel they belong? The short answer

Figure C: An Indignant Hierarchy of Needs

is, they can’t. Moreover, this helps explain
why the lowest-achieving student groups in
every school across the nation are cultures that
historically have had to plead for belonging
from the margins of society. It’s a Catch 22:
you can achieve only if you violate your own
dignity. The result of that lack of belonging
and lack of dignity is lack of equity. If we care
about equity, we must straighten out our
priorities.
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RACISM AS INDIGNITY
As we’ve used this concept of dignity in our workshops and consultation work, we’ve
experienced greater success in facilitating shared understanding of racism as a system, instead of
a psychological affliction. Using dignity as a lens quickly brings clarity to the way racism
operates.
Racism systemically violates dignity. It assigns unequal value to different (socially constructed)
markers of race. For instance, historically in the U.S., blackness has been assigned devalued
worth. Conversely, people possessing whiteness have been granted overvalued worth. But even
overvalued dignity it still a dignity violation because it’s false dignity: an inflated sense of value
based solely on comparison to “lower” groups. The result is racialization, a hierarchical culture
based on the value placed on the differences associated with however race is defined.
The very structure of society is racialized. That means that dignity violations happen in public,
for everyone to see (even if they are not conscious of the violations). Understanding this helps us
to recognize racism as a system of humiliation, which is a dignity violation that occurs with a
witness(es). In our experience, this concept is eye-opening, especially to those who’ve been
taught that racism is restricted to bad things done by bad people.
Learning about racism in a constructive way requires recognition of the harm done to everyone
through racialization. We’ve conceptualized those harms as distortions of dignity. Thus, the
work of equity in education is correcting dignity distortions, envisioning a new reality, and cocreating a new way of being with one another that honors everyone’s dignity, no matter one’s
race.
DIGNITY AS NEEDED ACTION
Equity work must be explicitly based on dignity. This is where Donna Hicks’ Dignity Model
(2013) can help. She provides us with ten essential elements of dignity (Figure D) to help answer
the question, “What does it mean to lead and teach with dignity?”
© Floyd Cobb and John Krownapple
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Figure D: Hicks’ Essential Elements of Dignity
Acceptance of Identity: Support expression of
people’s authentic selves without judgement.

Safety: Put people at ease, physically and
psychologically.

Recognition: Validate people.

Independence: Enable agency.

Acknowledgement: Respond to concerns.

Understanding: Listen to perspectives.

Inclusion: Foster belonging.

Benefit of the Doubt: Extend trust.

Fairness: Treat people with equity.

Accountability: Apologize for causing harm.

As we further unpack the concept of dignity, we will find -- perhaps to our surprise -- that in
order to extend dignity, we first must have a firm grasp on our own dignity (our self worth and
value). Only then we can extend dignity to others and institutionalize it in school practices and
policies. We can’t give what we don’t have.
To bring dignity into our collective awareness and language, we offer our Framework for
Dignity (Figure E). Its four components provide tools for this essential work.
Figure E: A Framework for Dignity
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1. Core Competencies for Dignity: Four personal capabilities and organizational capacities
that, if nurtured, make it easier to honor dignity.
● Listening

● Openness

● Empathy

● Patience

2. Indicators of Dignity: Four benchmarks for assessing the degree to which people feel their
dignity is honored.
● Appreciated

● Validated

● Accepted

● Treated Equitably

3. Dignity Distortions: Forces hinder our ability to see and honor dignity. When neutralized,
dignity becomes clear.
● Distorters:
judgement, apathy,
intolerance, denial
● Indignity Indicators:
mistreated,
otherized, dismissed,
marginalized
● Violations:
degrade differences,
presume
incompetence,
blame and shame,
dominate
4. Standards for Dignity: Four behavioral standards for planning, implementing, and
assessing behaviors, practices, and policies.
● Presume competence and positive intent

● Affirm differences and uniqueness

● Build partnerships and community

● Repair harm and restore relationship

Source: John Krownapple and Floyd Cobb (2018)
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THE DIGNITY PROMISE
The common understanding of Brown v. Board of Education’s promise was greater fairness (i.e.,
equity) in education. Brown stated that every person -- regardless of demographic or identity
group -- is equally worthy of a high-quality education. This notion of equal worth is itself the
concept of dignity. Thus, the promise of Brown is a promise to educate with and for dignity.
To turn the promise into reality, we must elevate our dignity consciousness. Dignity must
become our ethos, the defining characteristic of our educational culture. We need to develop the
capability to recognize how we distort and violate dignity on intrapersonal, interpersonal,
institutional, and structural levels. Then we need to take intentional moral action to create
systems that honor dignity.
Since the concept of equal worth is the concept of dignity, we could say that the solution has
been there all the time. We just haven’t seen it. By looking into the darkness and harm that our
system of indignity has inflicted, we can escape The Streetlight Effect observational bias and its
resultant ineffectual cycles. Truly, we hold the key to equity in our hands.
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